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Ø  Early ‘90’s 

Ø  Brittle Technology 

Ø  Poor Resolution 



2.5 Million rolls of microfilm	
	
~ 1300 images per roll	
	
Up to 25 Megabytes per image	
	
1300 x 25,000,000 x 2,500,000 	
               	
                                 = 81.25 Petabytes	
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We envisioned a sequence of processing 
steps that needed to happen  
– like the Henry Ford Assembly line 
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•  Scan continuously in Ribbons	
		

•  Crop in batch, exploit consensus 

standard OCR software to make the texts
searchable. Such initiatives are on the scale of
what is proposed here, but with the important
difference that the large majority of the
(scanned) microfilm collection is not OCRable
using today’s technology.

3. SCANNING

The goal of microfilm scanning is to turn a
microfilm roll into a set of digitized images.  The
images may be either bitonal or gray-scale, and
various image enhancement filters may need to
be applied.  It is not recommended to capture the
images as bitonal at this point because images of
old documents require significant enhancement
before bitonal conversion may be attempted due
to faded ink and paper discolorations.  Gray-
scale images of 8_”x11” documents scanned at
300dpi are roughly 8.5Mbytes uncompressed.

Microfilm scanning is currently a labor-intensive
activity.  Once the film is loaded onto the
scanner reel, the scanner operator is required to
manually adjust lamp brightness and camera
exposure settings to ensure that the full range of
gray-levels in the microfilm is adequately
captured in the digitized image.  During the scan
operation, which typically lasts 15-30 minutes
per film, the operator must continually monitor
the captured images and adjust the lamp and
exposure settings as necessary.  Adjustments are
usually performed several times during the
course of a scan operation.

The output of a scan operation is a set of
individual image files, with each image file
corresponding to an image on the microfilm.  A
problem is that current microfilm scanners
occasionally mistake image boundaries, so a scan
output often does not contain the same number
of images as on the microfilm, or image
boundaries are incorrect.  It is up to the scanner
operator to monitor the scan in progress to
determine whether all images are being
identified properly by the scanner.

The effect of requiring the scanner operator to
monitor the scan in progress for proper lamp and
exposure settings as well as proper image
boundaries, is that a scanner operator can
typically monitor only one or two scan
operations simultaneously.  Thus, the primary
costs involved in scanning microfilm (2-5 cents

per image) are due to the scanner operator salary.
Research into automating the setting of lamp and
exposure controls during the course of a scan by
analyzing the output of a pre-scan, and research
into highly-accurate image boundary detection
have the potential to significantly lower
microfilm scanning costs.

4. CROPPING, DESKEWING, DESCALING
    AND REGISTRATION

In many image processing fields, the ability to
register related images to one another in the
presence of geometric transformations (e.g.
rotation, skew, scale, translation) is important:
one image is stretched to align to another in its
salient features, effectively undoing the relative
transformation between the two images.

The need for image registration arises when a
sequence of microfilmed, document images
share a common template or layout, (Figure 2).
Such images share features which need to be
correlated to make sense of the relationship
between them. While consistent cropping of
individual frames provides limited registration, it
does not reverse the transformation referred to
above. Automated cropping would not only
facilitate transformation reversal, but would
overcome the time, tedium and expense required
with current user-assisted cropping techniques.

4.1 AUTOMATED CROPPING

Currently, frame cropping is performed by
having the user interactively specify the vertical
position at which the leading and trailing edges
in the pixel intensity projection profile are detect-

Figure 2.  A strip of scanned microfilm containing a
sequence of tabular, document images photographed at
slightly different angles, translational offsets, and
scales. Cropping of individual frames is based on user
specification of leading and trailing edges in the
projection profile, shown below the strip.



1920 Utah Census Example 

25 MB (~6K x 4K) images 



PageNet – Fully Convolutional Network	



 10 Terabytes/day	
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(Left) Original scanned record (Right) After Enhancement	



(Left) Original scanned record (Right) After thresholding for 	
Bleed-through removal, with Enhancement, and Antialiasing	



(Left) Original scanned record (Right) After 	
Matched Filter Stroke Enhancement	
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Median Filter Subtraction for background elimination	

A Recursive Otsu Thresholding Method for Scanned Document Binarization

Oliver Nina, Bryan Morse, and William Barrett
Department of Computer Science

Brigham Young University

Abstract

The use of digital images of scanned handwritten his-
torical documents has increased in recent years, especially
with the online availability of large document collections.
However, the sheer number of images in some of these
collections makes them cumbersome to manually read and
process, making the need for automated processing of in-
creased importance. A key step in the recognition and re-
trieval of such documents is binarization, the separation of
document text from the page’s background. Binarization of
images of historical documents that have been affected by
degradation or are otherwise of poor image quality is dif-
ficult and continues to be a topic of research in the field of
image processing. This paper presents a novel approach to
this problem, including two primary variations. One com-
bines a recursive extension of Otsu thresholding and selec-
tive bilateral filtering to allow automatic binarization and
segmentation of handwritten text images. The other also
builds on the recursive Otsu method and adds improved
background normalization and a post-processing step to the
algorithm to make it more robust and to perform adequately
even for images that present bleed-through artifacts. Our
results show that these techniques segment the text in his-
torical documents comparable to and in some cases bet-
ter than many state-of-the-art approaches based on their
performance as evaluated using the dataset from the recent
ICDAR 2009 Document Image Binarization Contest.

1. Introduction
The use of digital document images for research in ge-

nealogy and history has increased in recent years. These im-
ages contain important historical information and are often
available on the Internet through sources such as genealog-
ical websites, digital libraries, or personal websites. Histo-
rians and researchers have turned to these new collections
of digital information because of their availability and low
cost. Accessing these new digital resources requires less
effort and increases access and retrieval when compared to
using physical documents.

However, the sheer amount of historical digital images
online can make research cumbersome and overwhelming.
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, a leader

(a) Original Image (b) Binarized Result

Figure 1. Historical document with a noisy background.

in digital document and genealogical image storage and re-
trieval, reported in 2006 having scanned 3,500 microfilms
and processed 2.2 million images. For genealogical re-
searchers to search through this massive amount of infor-
mation by hand would be impractical.

One way to alleviate the work of going through count-
less digital document images is by indexing the informa-
tion found on them. Indexing is a process that uses peo-
ple or computers to read the information in the images and
then digitally stores that information in a database. When
researchers are looking for specific data, they can use a
database or search engine to look up the information from
the indexed images.

Using people to manually index digital text images is ex-
tremely time-consuming. The speed at which a text image
can be indexed depends on the speed at which the person
indexing the image can read and input the information from
it. An automated method could improve this speed by sev-
eral factors. Such optical character recognition (OCR) has
had much success for printed documents but little for hand-
written ones, especially degraded documents.

One of the first and very important phases of the OCR
process is binarization. According to Zhu [1], “Binariza-
tion is always a great challenge in all image process fields,
especially in the process of document images whose bina-
rization result can affect the OCR rate directly.” In order to
automatically index historical text images, we need first to
separate the text from the rest of the image (background).
Even if later processing is used to provide feedback to the
binarization step, an initial binarization is still necessary.
Fig. 1 shows an example of such binarization.

One of the simplest binarization techniques is threshold-
ing. Global thresholding suffers from the need to find a sin-



Recursive Otsu Intensity Parsing and Accumulation	
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(a) Background-subtracted image, thresholded at T = 248

(b) Filtered background-subtracted image, thresholded at T = 248

Figure 4. Background-subtracted image from Fig. 3 manually
thresholded at T = 248, both without (a) and with (b) prior bi-
lateral filtering.

manually thresholded at T = 248 both without and with
prior bilateral filtering. While this is not the final result, it
illustrates the difference that bilateral filtering makes.

3.3. Recursive Otsu Thresholding
Otsu thresholding [2] is a well-known algorithm that

determines a global threshold for an image by minimiz-
ing the within-class variance for the resulting classes (fore-
ground pixels and background pixels). In practice, this is
done by equivalently maximizing the between-class vari-
ance ⇥2

B(T )for a given candidate threshold T :

⇥2
B(T ) = w1(T ) w2T [µ1(T )� µ2(T )]2

where wi denotes the number of pixels in each class, µi de-
notes the mean of each class, and T is the value of the po-
tential threshold. Although this must be computed for each
candidate threshold T , each of the factors and terms in this
computation can be updated efficiently using a histogram
and recurrence relations.

Although the Otsu technique has proven over the years to
be an effective thresholding algorithm, it fails in instances
where the foreground and background are similar, which
occurs most often when the handwritten text is very faint.
As a result, faint parts of the text are frequently dropped
from the binarized result. To address this, we introduce re-
cursive Otsu thresholding as a process for selecting progres-
sively more of the faint text strokes.

The key idea of recursive Otsu thresholding is to take the
set of background pixels as determined by standard Otsu
thresholding and re-threshold these pixels alone in order
to extract more of the text. If we let Otsu(a, b) denote the
Otsu-selected threshold for all pixels in the image between
values a and b, we may write recursive Otsu thresholding as

T1 = Otsu(0, 255)
Tk = Otsu(Tk�1, 255)

(a) Original with background removed

(b) First set of text pixels (S1)

(c) Second set of text pixels (S2)

(d) Third set of text pixels (S3)

(e) Fourth set of text pixels (S4)

(f) Result (S1 + S2 + S3 + S4)

Figure 5. The Recursive Otsu thresholding algorithm

where Tk is the threshold determined from recursion k.
Of course, this could continue until the resulting set of

foreground or background pixels is empty, which is clearly
not what we want. We use the following three stopping cri-
teria for the algorithm:

1. Stop if the number of pixels added by the current recur-
sive step exceeds the number of pixels selected by the
first threshold T1, which indicates that large portions
of the true background are now being included.

2. Stop if the change in threshold between successive
recursive steps is smaller than some small value d1,
which indicates that the algorithm is straining at very
subtle detail (Tk � Tk�1 < d1),

3. Stop if the change in threshold between successive re-
cursive steps is larger than some larger value d2, which
indicates that the algorithm is simply subdividing the
actual background pixels. (Tk � Tk�1 > d2).

Once any one of the stopping criteria are met, we stop the
recursion and use the result from the preceding step. For our
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Documents must be aligned, rotated and scaled to register them	

Image Registration of Tabular Document Images                   Luke A. D. Hutchison   
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Image Registration of Tabular Document Images                   Luke A. D. Hutchison   
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Fourier-Mellin Transform for detection of rotation and shear	

Horizontal Lines	

Vertical Lines	



Fourier-Mellin Log Correlation, Scale Correction	



Alignment, rotation and scaling using the Fourier-Mellin Transform 	
allows registration to sub-degree and sub-pixel accuracy.	
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•  Adjust the position of the 
mesh line to the digitized 
line 

•  For each line segment in 
the mesh, compute its 
filtered profile  

•  Calculate line strength  

•  “Snap” to the location 
maximizing s(x) 
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Line detection and local refinement for document zoning	



Consensus from 28 frames	



Final Zone Template	



Recursive Graph Cut Line Segmentation	

Source	
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A solved problem?	
 2.2. THE ROLE OF METHOD IDENTIFICATION 7

Figure 2.2: Examples of documents with mixed method. A document has mixed

method if it contains both machine print and handwriting.

otherwise machine printed document. Consequently, method identification plays an

important role in automatic document analysis.

In the domain of mixed method documents, method identification is a prerequi-

site to virtually all other text identification tasks. Character identification for both

machine print and handwriting [2, 3, 4, 5], writer identification [6], as well as font and

style identification generally presuppose the method to be known [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12].

Script and language identification techniques are no di�erent [13, 14, 15, 16]. This

presupposition that the method is known is often taken for granted, since many ap-

plications allow such assumptions to be made.

The various elements of text identification just mentioned may be aided further by

Must detect Machine Print before recognizing it	
 





Machine Print 
•  26 fonts  
•  273K CCs 
•  6000Templates 
 
Hand Print 
•  2100 writers 
•  ~600K CCs  
 



Machine Print – 94% ! !Hand Print – 89%!

Many Errors from Touching characters: !
 





•  First-generation print!
•  Font-specific OCR!
•  Grayscale attributes!
•  Multiple character prototypes for!
!kerned and touching characters!

•  Lexicon/contextual error correction !
•  User interaction to recognize problem words!
            ||!
! ! !99.8% compared to 99.94% (human)!



•  Paper in -> HTML out	

•  Own OCR	

•  Graphics detection	

•  Captions detection	

•  Automatically generated links	

•  99.8% OCR	

•  99.96% - human proof reading	
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NOT a solved problem	
 

	All current approaches must segment words/lines 
before recognition is attempted	

 







• Take subsection 
• Find slopes 
• Project image to 3D 

using slopes 
• Graph cut 



•  Pixels are assigned slope 
values in a fill manner. 
–  Pixels can receive 

multiple assignments. 
•  3D distance map 

computed. 
•  Source and sink 

connections based on 
severing points. 





Horizontal 
segmentation: 

•  92.6% accuracy on our 
application dataset. 

•  89.5% accuracy on lines 
of the ICDAR2013 
Handwriting 
Segmentation Contest 



Vertical segmentation 
(without 3D cut): 

•  80.7% accuracy on our 
application dataset. 



Handwriting Recognition !
by Word Warping!
- Doug Kennard - 2012!





Single author!
in vocabulary – 91-92%!
!
Single author  !
in vocabulary and !
out of vocabulary – 69-72%!
!
Multi-author in vocabulary – 66%!
Multi-author in+out of vocab – 56%!
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Handwriting Recognition with 
Deep Learning Networks – ’16 

Wigington, Davis, Stewart 

l  What does this say? 

l  Expert Transcription: 
l  An die herrn gehaimen Rāth 
l  Our system: 
l  An die herrn gehaimen Rāth 



l  What does this say? 

l  Expert Transcription: 
l  Abgefertigt. vnd gebeten 
l  Our system: 
l  Abgefertigt. vnd gebeten 

Handwriting Recognition with 
Deep Learning Networks – ’16 

Wigington, Davis, Stewart 



l  What does this say? 

l  Expert Transcription: 
l  werden, Ine Carära aūs 
l  Our system: 
l  werden, Ine Carara aūs 
 

Handwriting Recognition with 
Deep Learning Networks – ’16 

Wigington, Davis, Stewart 



l  What does this say? 

l  Expert Transcription: 
l  seiner: bei sich habenden welsch 
l  Our system: 
l  seiner. bei sich habenden welsch 
 

Handwriting Recognition with 
Deep Learning Networks – ’16 

Wigington, Davis, Stewart 



Handwriting Datasets 

l  German (15th-18th Century)  

l  George Washington 

l  Smith Journals 

l  IAM (Multi-Author) 

l  MNIST (Numbers) 



German 

l  1470 - 1805 
l  Bleed Through 
l  Overlapping strokes 
l  95% Character 

Accuracy 
l  80.3% Word Accuracy 



George Washington 

Single Writer 
- 99.3% Character Accuracy 
- 98.4% Word Accuracy 

  Word Examples 



Smith Journals 

Single Writer 
- 98.3% Character Accuracy 
- 97% Word Accuracy 

   Word Examples 



IAM Handwriting Dataset 

Word Examples 657 Writers 
- 97.2% Character 
Accuracy 
- 95.03% Word 
Accuracy 



MNIST Handwritten Digits 

Examples 500 Writers 
- 99.62% Character 
Accuracy 



Handwriting Datasets 
Good 
Enough? 

0	

10	

20	

30	

40	

50	

60	

70	

80	

90	

100	

German	 George	
Washington	

Smith	Journals	 IAM	MulA-Author	 MNIST	

Chart	Title	

Character	Accuracy	 Word	Accuracy	
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●  Multiple languages  
 - German 
 - French 
 - English 

●  No word-level segmentations 

●  50 training images with line-level 
segmentations and transcriptions 

●  10,000 training images with only transcriptions 

●  100-200 year old open format letters 
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7% 

25% 

Character 
Error  
Rate 
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15.6% 

Median 
Error  
Rate 



0 Errors German Handwriting Recognition 

Automated Transcription 

0% 



French Handwriting Recognition 
0.1% CER    .77% WER 

 
Automated Transcription 

.77% 



German Handwriting Recognition 
5.8% CER    15.6% WER 

 Automated Transcription 

15.6% 



German Handwriting Recognition 
49.25% CER    71.93% WER 

 Automated Transcription 

71.93% 
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	<header: 	
		Name fields	
		Place fields	
		Date fields	
		Regions of Interest: 	
	
Partial Word Search:	
  Subwords	
  Regions of Interests	
  Logical Groupings	
	



 1-gram             2-gram            3-gram          	

False positives 
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Fan Chart!



Fan Chart!



•  Deploying handwriting recognition technology	
	- FamilySearch	
	- Joe Price	
	- Mark Clement	
	- Humanities, Library, Department of Religion	

	

•  Last Session this afternoon	

•  Sneak Peek	





Many documents 
are heterogeneous	
consisting of	



Many documents 
are heterogeneous	
consisting of	
- handwriting	
	



Many documents 
are heterogeneous	
consisting of	
- handwriting	
- machine print	
	
	



Many documents 
are heterogeneous	
consisting of	
- handwriting	
- machine print	
- solid lines	
	
	
	
	



Many documents 
are heterogeneous	
consisting of	
- handwriting	
- machine print	
- solid lines	
- dashed lines	
	
	
	
	
	
	



Many documents 
are heterogeneous	
consisting of	
- handwriting	
- machine print	
- solid lines	
- dashed lines	
- stamps	
	
	
	
	
	



Many documents 
are heterogeneous	
consisting of	
- handwriting	
- machine print	
- solid lines	
- dashed lines	
- stamps	
that are 	
- interleaved	
	
	
	
	



Many documents 
are heterogeneous	
consisting of	
- handwriting	
- machine print	
- solid lines	
- dashed lines	
- stamps	
that are 	
- interleaved	
and frequently	
- overlap 	
	
	
	



The interleave and 
overlap, greatly 
compounds the 
difficulty of OCR 
and handwriting 
recognition.	
	
	
	



The interleave and 
overlap, greatly 
compounds the 
difficulty of OCR 
and handwriting 
recognition.	
	
- Machine print 
and lines compete 
with handwriting	

	



The interleave and 
overlap, greatly 
compounds the 
difficulty of OCR 
and handwriting 
recognition.	
	
- Machine print 
and lines compete 
with handwriting	
- Machine print 
and handwriting 
are best recognized 
separately	
	
	



•  Learn the 
pairings	

•  1-to-1	
     1-to-many	
     many-to-1	
	
•  Improved 

contextual 
recognition	
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Kelly Lent – 1991     Doug Kennard – 2003    Chris Tensmeyer  
Xiaoxi Tan – 1991      Kenric White – 2003    Iain Lee 
Mai Zhuang – 1992    Heath Nielson – 2003    Allen Liao 
Timothy Heaton – 1993    Sam Pinson – 2005    Zhi-han Tsai 
Ralf Lehmann – 1995    Chris Nelson - 2006 
Yoonkoo Cho – 1995    Brian Price - 2006 
Kevin Christiansen – 1995   Chris Armstrong - 2007 
Alex Tang – 1996     Seth Holladay - 2007 
Kai Wing Tam – 1998    Oliver Nina - 2010 
Glen Sawyer – 1999    Cameron Christiansen - 2012    
Kirk Duffin – 1999    Doug Kennard - 2013    
Jack Reese – 1999     Robert Clawson - 2014 
Eric Mortensen – 2000    Kevin Bauer - 2016 
Kevin Petersen – 2001    Brian Davis - 2018 
Alan Cheney – 2001    Seth Stewart - 2018 
Luke Hutchison – 2003   Curtis Wigington – 2018 

 









Ryan Cheatham 
Sophomore 

Loveland, Colorado 
 

 

 Robert Clawson 
MS Student 

San Diego, California 
 

 

	

  Doug Kennard 
   PhD Student 
   Austin, Texas 
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Focus on key fields: 
–  Record type 
–  Place 
–  Date range 
–  Repository 
–  Film number 
 
OCR/Index the text 
                                      * David Ouimette, Jake 

Gehring 



 
 
                                                                          
 
 
                                                                                          
 
 
To facilitate collection analysis and indexing prep 
            

. . . 

. . . 



Example 1: There are five distinct forms used in the 1900 
census. They need to be treated differently when indexing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tool for index batching and automated waypointing 



•  Tool for waypointing and index batching 
•  Example 2: Create brief indexes (e.g., Rev War pensions) 

–  Isolate images to send to indexers (e.g., a single card image 
which precedes dozens of pages in a pension packet) 

–  Waypoint entire set of images, including indexed images 


